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Many people have asked about Springlife Polarizers, thinking that perhaps they work on t}re same principles as

magnets. The answer is an unequivocal "no", but the question remains: what are the Springlife Polarizers, and how
do they work? This short introductory article is presented as a "Polarizer-l01" discussion.

COMPOSITION

The Springlife Global Polarity company produces and sells a variety of "polarizers" that use a non-electric
technology discovered by its founder Dr. Ethel Starbard-Webb, Ph.D. over 40 years ago. Each polarizer,
regardless of its casing desigr and construction, contains a propriAaryblend of land minerals and sea vegetation
substances representing a balance ofthe entire planet. These are treated and blended so as to generate the
Springlife Polarizing Field effect.

These specific sea substances act like antennae, tuned to receive and radiate specific life-enhancing rays or
particles. kr this sense, they act as a transceiver, both receiving and transmitturg continuously. The select
proprietary land minerals were added to enhance and increase the ability of the sea substances to perform faster and
to cover a greater range. The land minerals amplify the attraction and distribution ofthese life rays.

The specifically desigrred containers that the materials are placed wrthin act as a tuned resonant cavity to further
amplifu and distribute this life force energy. The metals in the containers also have specific interactive functions
with the ingredients in the formula. In addition, both the size and shape of the containers have a determinate
function on energy enhancement. Many of the casings are manufactured to one ten-thousandth of an inch tolerance
and tuned to specific sizes, dimensions and important life-force-related wavelengths.

All ofthe Springlife products incorporate the principles of sacred or archetypal geometry as found in sacred sites
and famous monuments throughout the world, all of which are noted for their beauty and energy-augmenting
qualities. We found that using casing sizes built around the famous ratios found in nature greatly improved both
&e polarizers' appearance and perfoimance. lvery dimension in the construction of our products is important to the
final synergistic effest where tlle sum of all the factors contributes to a leap in product performance, look, feel and
quality.

MECHANISMS OF ACTION

In the origin., *r"or.ry, it was noted that the properly prepared sea subslances would concentrate the cosmic
particles to such a high degree that the toxic vortex spin of many tested substances would reverse direction and the
toicity would be neutralized. ,This reversal of spin direction is called "reversal of polarity".

It has been observed for ages that north of the equator, water going down a drarn spins clockwise, and south of the
equator just the opposite is true (this is known as the Coreolis Effect). In the northem hemisphere, toxic substances
and toxic vortices spin counter-clockwise, as do the "destructive" forces of nature such as hurricanes, tomadoes,
cyclones and earthquakes. Perhaps "correstive forces" would be a more honorable and correct term than
"destructive", as nature sends these forces to cancel out, correct or rebalance an already out-of-balance condition.



When things begin to break down, such as soil becoming depleted of esse,ntial life-embracing minerals, the
frequency ofthe soil is altered and it puts out a signal to the natural forces to assist in conecting the situation.
Where an area is very toxic, a vasuum forms over the area, altering the proper flow of life-giving cosmic radiation.
When this happens, Earth's healthy natural electrical field is diminished. This is especially noted around oil fields,
for example, where people, plants and animals display manytoxic side effects and symptoms from a negative
electric field effect. Once a "c,orrestive" force of nature arrives, it targets the area that is summoning it by the law
of "like attracts like". The corrective force acts like a giant acupuncture needle, puncturing the negative vacuum in

an afternpt to open the area back up to the balanced life-giving flow. The Springlife formula acts in a very similar
manner, copylng the corrective forces of nature and "re-polarizing" the toxic vortex movement, but without the
destructive effects.

The concentration of specific minerals in the Springlife formula influences the vortex direction to move toward the
life-embracing direction of clockwise motion north of the equator. When a toxic substance, such as sodium
cyanide, is re-polarized and its counter-clockwise spin changes to a clockwise spin, the cyanide becomes neutralized
and its toxic effect is voided or canceled. The sodium cyanide cannot progress fonward beyond neutral to become
life enhancing because it was not created with that intent.

One example ofthe effects of repolarization is in rancid olive oil. When it is properly re-polarized and the negative
or toxic vortex spin (due to its rancidity) is voided, it continues on past the neutral positive into a positive and
clockwise vortex energy spin. Once the vortex spin of food has been restored to a positive direction, its flavor then
reflects a more pleasant taste and odor because its life force has been brought to a higher and healthier level and the
rate of spoilage is slowed remarkably. One could say that the increased positive vortex spin enables the food
substance to give offor release more life-giving energy, as reflected in its higher vibrational frequency. This
higher, positive spin frequency &ur suggests that more arailable life force is supplied or stimulated by the
substance. This is comparable to the difference between food that is "cooked to death" with the enzDlmes "killed
off' and fbod that is alive with rich enrymrtic life or light activity.

When the word "spin" is used in this article, it refers to the movement of the energy flow, v,{rich is in a vortex- or
fururel-shape. The spin goes all the way down past the lnown sub-atomic particles such as electrons, neutrons and

positrons, etc. Pendulums can be used effectively to detect a change of vortex motion, and there are also some

scientific devices that can detect vortex action. Most technological devrces have only a threedimensional
orientation and are unable to detect the subtle energy of a fourth, or higher, dimensional existence. This is the
reason that re-polarized wine that contained added sulfites prior to repolarizing still contains those added sulfites
after re-polarizing in some scie,lrtific tests. The tests do not show that the wine, which still needs a preservative,

now contains a healthy, properly polarized presenative which is beneficially compatible.

APPLICATTONS

In addition to helping to dstoxify food and water, Springlife Polarizers are effective in helping injuries and trauma.

Some users have noted that when injuries such as bums, insect bites, cuts and percussive blows to the body were

re-polarized as soon as the injury occurred bruises and scars did not develop. The explanation for this is that the

healthy electron flow is disturbed by the injury, and when the electron flow is restored in the body and once agarn

moving in a coherent nuulner, then the body can better slmchronize with the earth's natural electrical, healing, or

creative forces. Its own healing abilities can then perform as they were intended. It has been noted how quickly

animals heal themselves after a re-polarization takes place. This is partially due to the animals' freedom from
limiting belief systems conceming energy and natural forces. Their bodies respond to what is "natural". An

analogyto help understand how an injury or "dis-ease" affects the body is that of an electrical cord with a damaged

area that prevents the proper flow of electricity from traveling through the wires. This is what a damaged and

chaotic electron flow in the body is like.

The products' repolarizing benefits include a greater balance with the natural electromagretic field effects of the



earth. The ability of humans, animals, birds and other creatures to maximize and call fodr their own body's
healing potential can be greatly augmented and fortified when the flow of life force and positive earth healing
energy is readily available. Cell-to-cell communication can also be greatly improved in a properly polarized
atmosphere of correctly charged particles.

Springlife Global Polarity has had a 4O-year track record of excellent, repeatable results. The "technology" behind
the products utilizes the laws of nature and therefore they are able to assist nature rather than replace or circumvent
it. The Springlife Polarizers are thus able to intervene and assist without causing harm. Springlife products are
free from the five "['s": Incision, lnsertion, Injection, Ingestion and Inhalation.

By observing nature and exactly duplicating what nature does, not what humans THINK nature does, Springlife has
been able to create devices that collect and give offtotally user-friendly, non-invasive and life-force-respecting
energies. In this way the company has been able to create nature-assisted and nature+nhancing products that help
restore balance and a healthy spin orientation with ingredients that, with proper care, never wear out or need
replacing.

Scientists in many countries have been testing Springlife products to befter understand them. In mo$ cases,

excellent results are repeatedly observed thus generating many new questions. Scientists and researchers arehaving
to expand their knowledge, training and "comfort zones" as they realize how little they really know about how
nature works. They must embrace a world where science, technology, nature and spirit are working together in
perfectharmonyobeyingthetruelawsofcreation. Untilsatisfactoryanswersareprovided,wecancounton
Springlife Global Polarity Products to keep delivering repeatable and often unexplainable results--results we can

benefit from even if we dont lorow the whole picture. We can taste and feel the difference while we are trying to
figure out whatjust happened!



SPRINGLIFE POLARIZERS

lYhat are they? A11 Springlife Polarizers are best described as antennas that attract

amplified chi (life-force) energy which originates from Universal Source. This energy

bombards the Earth plane at a 45-degree angle and is the sustenance of all life. Polarizers
are the formulation ofjust the right mixture of plants and minerai substances. This
formulation is the attracting factor of the Springlife Polarizer. The polarizer containers
are tuned resonant cavities employing the use of sacred geometry and energy field
research.

How do polarity products work? They are energJ attractors which polarize energy
fields that produce negative toxic effects. For example, when a substance is toxic or
damaged, the natural vortex is reversed. By polarizing this substance, it is no longer
detrimental to the environment or to the physical body. According to Sir Lawrence
Bragg, Nobel Prize Winner, "life on the planet can be described as oriented to the right,
and man is like a 'right-honded cork-screw." Any 'lefi-handed cork-screw orientation'
would be poisonous to hirn. " Dr Reuben states, "that o compoundwith the same

formula can be poisonous if the polarization is to the left and non-poisonous if the
polarization is to the right. Thus, ifyou change the polarization of man-made energ/
fields and the products produced by tlrc machines that utilize this energt, toxins and
dangerous by-products can become neutralized." (It should be noted that this spin is
reversed in the southern hemisphere.) Examples of counter vortexes in nature are
hurricanes and tornadoes. These forces are not in synergy with normal enerry patterns,
consequently they create catastrophic results. Dis-eases are the result of electrons
chronically spinrdng in a direction counter to healthy body tissues.

How do polarizers differ from magnets? Magnets attract eleckomagnetic fields
created by the north and south poles of the Earth. Springlife Poloarizers attract beneficial
cosmic radiation that originates beyond the planet Earth.

Directions for use: Wear as a pendant during waking hours. Hold polarizers for two
minutes above substances you wish to neutralize. Place polarizers on or near electrical
appliances or computers in your home or oflice.

Possible Uses:
. Helps neutralize harmful radiations (TV's, microwaves, computers, power lines)
. Helps neutralize harmful cosmetic and personal care products
. Helps detoxify foods and drinks, and restore flavor

' Helps reduce harmful effects of chlorine, tobacco, caffeine, pesticides
. Helps synergize the home or office environment

' Helps protect and polarize the body from toxins and allergens
. Helps increase emotional stability and well-being
r Helps incrsase personal and physical energy


